In this note we show that the quotient field of a domain which is Henselian with respect to a nontrivial ideal is a large field, and give some applications of this fact, using a specialization theorem for ramified covers of the line over (generalized) Krull fields.
Introduction
For a field K, let K.t / be the rational function field in t over K, and let pr t W G K.t / ! G K be the corresponding canonical surjective projection between the corresponding absolute Galois groups. Every finite split embedding problem EP D . W G K ! A;˛W B ! A / for G K gives rise to the finite split embedding problem EP t WD . ı pr t W G K.t / ! A;˛W B ! A / for G K.t / . The following are two main open (and equivalent) problems in Galois Theory, see e.g., [DD97] : PROBLEM 1 . Let K be an arbitrary Hilbertian field. Then every finite split embedding problem EP for G K has proper solutions.
PROBLEM 0 . Let K be an arbitrary field. Then for every finite split embedding problem EP for G K , the corresponding EP t for G K.t / has proper solutions.
Positive answers to the above Problems would imply -among other things, the Inverse Galois Problem and the Shafarevich Conjecture on the freeness of the kernel of the cyclotomic character. The above Problems have positive solutions over fields K which are large fields, see e.g. [Pop96, Main Theorems A and B] . The large fields were introduced in loc. cit., and proved to be the "right class" of fields over which one can do a lot of interesting mathematics, like (inverse) Galois theory, see e.g. Colliot-Thélène [CT00] , Pop [Pop96] , and the survey article Harbater [Har03] , study torsors of finite groups Moret-Bailly [MB01] , study rationally connected varieties Kollár [Kol99] , study the elementary theory of function fields , etc. 1 Recall that a field K is called a large field, if
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1 Maybe this is the reason why the "large fields" acquired several other names -google it: ample, AMPLE, épais, fertile, weite Körper, anti-Mordellic, etc.
every smooth K-curve C satisfies: If C.K/ is nonempty, then C.K/ is infinite. Examples of large fields are the PAC fields, the complete fields like k..x//, the real /p-adically closed fields, and more generally the Henselian valued fields, the p-fields, etc. See Pop [Pop96] for more about large fields. In recent years, Harbater-Stevenson solved Problem 1 over K D k..x; y// in a stronger form, see [HS05, Th. 1.1] , by showing that every nontrivial finite split embedding problem for G K has jKj distinct proper solutions. And very recently, Paran [Par09] solved Problem 0 over K D Quot.R/, where R is a complete Noetherian local ring (satisfying some further technical conditions). The methods of proof in both cases are ingenious and quite technical. These results also seemed to give further new evidence for the fact that the Problems above can be solved in general, as it was generally believed that the above fields K D k..x; y//, and more general K D Quot.R/ with R complete Noetherian local and Krull:dim.R/ > 1, were not large fields. Note that these fields are definitely not Henselian valued fields! The first point of this short note is to prove that actually K D k..x; y//, and more generally, K D Quot.R/ with R a complete Noetherian ring, are large fields, and that the class of large fields is much richer than previously believed. In particular, one can deduce Paran [Par09] from the already known fact that Problem 0 has a positive answer over large base fields K. Second, I give a lower bound for the number of distinct solutions of a nontrivial finite split embedding problem over a Hilbertian large field, a result which represents a wide extension of HarbaterStevenson [HS05] . Finally, using these results, one can generalize Harbater's result [Har09, Th. 4 .6] (see Theorem 1.3 below), thus giving new evidence for (a stronger form of) Bogomolov's Freeness Conjecture as presented in Positselski [Pos05] .
In order to announce the results of this note, we first recall that a commutative ring R with identity is said to be Henselian with respect to an ideal a, or that R; a is a Henselian pair, if we denote x R WD R=a and ROEX ! x ROEX , f .X / 7 ! x f .X / the reduction map .mod a/, for every polynomial f .X / 2 ROEX the following holds: If N a 2 x R is a root of x f .X / such that x f 0 . N a/ 2 x R , then there exists a lifting a 2 R of N a such that f .a/ D 0 and f 0 .a/ 2 R . Intuitively, this means that "simple roots" of x f .X/ lift to "simple roots" of f .X /. See [Lf] for basic facts about Henselian rings. The following remarks are in place here: 1) a-adically complete rings with a ¤ .0/, in particular the power series rings R D R 0 OEOEx 1 ; : : : ; x n where R 0 is a domain and a D .x 1 ; : : : ; x n /, are Henselian with respect to a.
2) If K is a Henselian field with respect to a valuation v, and R v ; m v are the corresponding valuation ring and valuation ideal, then R v ; m v is a Henselian pair.
3) Nevertheless, if R; a is a Henselian pair, then K D Quot.R/ is in general not a Henselian valued field. This happens for instance if R is Noetherian and Krull:dim.R/ > 1.
The generalization of Paran [Par09] is the following: THEOREM 1.1. Let R be a domain which is Henselian with respect to some ideal a ¤ .0/. Then K D Quot.R/ is a large field. In particular, Problem 0 has a positive answer over K.
The generalization of Th. 1 .1], is as follows: Denote R D kOEOEx; y and K D k..x; y// WD Quot.R/. First, K is a large field by Theorem 1.1 above, and K is Hilbertian by Weissauer's [Wei82, Th. 7 .2], applied to the Krull domain R. Second, ᐂ WD fv p j p 2 Spec.R/; p minimal nonzerog is a set of discrete valuations which satisfies:
i) The set ᐂ a WD fv 2 ᐂ j v.a/ ¤ 0g is finite for every a 2 K .
ii) If LjK is finite Galois, then ᐂ LjK WD fv 2 ᐂ j v is totally split in LjKg has cardinality jᐂ LjK j D jKj; see e.g., Theorem 3.4.
A field K endowed with a set ᐂ of discrete valuations satisfying i), ii), is called a Krull field.
The point is that the property of K D k..x; y// being a Hilbertian large Krull field implies an even stronger/more precise result than [HS05, Th. 1.1], as follows (see 4 for definitions and Theorem 4.3, which strengthens and proves Theorem 1.2 below): THEOREM 1.2. Let K be a Hilbertian large Krull field. Then every nontrivial finite split embedding problem for G K has jKj independent and totally ramified proper solutions.
Finally, the generalization of Harbater [Har09, Th. 4.6] , is the following: THEOREM 1.3. Let R; m be an excellent two dimensional Henselian local ring with separably closed residue field k such that the quotient field K WD Quot.R/ has char.K/ D char.k/. If jkj < jRj, suppose that there exists x 2 m such that kOEOEx R. Then G K ab is profinite free on jK ab j generators.
2. Proof of Theorem 1.1 Let C ! K be an integral curve over K with x 2 C.K/ a smooth K-rational point. We show that actually jC.K/j D jKj; thus in particular, C.K/ is infinite. Since any two birationally equivalent curves have isomorphic Zariski open subsets, it is sufficient to prove the above assertion for any particular K-curve which is K-birationally equivalent to C and has a smooth K-rational point. Thus by general algebraic geometry non-sense, without loss of generality, we can suppose the following: C ‫ށ‬ 2 K , and x 2 C.K/ is the origin of ‫ށ‬ 2 K , and C D V .f / is defined by an irreducible polynomial f .X 1 ; X 2 / 2 KOEX 1 ; X 2 of the form f .X 1 ; X 2 / D ıX 2 C z f , where ı ¤ 0, and z f is a polynomial in X 1 ; X 2 with vanishing terms in degrees < 2. Moreover, since K D Quot.R/ is the field of fractions of R, after "clearing denominators", we can suppose that f 2 ROEX 1 ; X 2 ; hence ı 2 R, ı ¤ 0.
Let us consider the "change of variables"
is smooth in a neighborhood of the origin of ‫ށ‬ 2 R viewed as an R-rational point of C h .
Coming back to the proof of Theorem 1.1, suppose that in the above context, R is Henselian with respect to a. For every a 2 a, let us set h a .X / WD h.a; X /. Then by the definition of h and h a we get: h a .0/ 2 a, and h 0 a .0/ 2 1 C a. Thus viewing this mod a, we get: x 0 is a simple root of N h a 2 x ROEX . Since R is Henselian with respect to a ¤ .0/, there exists a (unique) b 2 a such that h a .b/ D 0. Equivalently, h.a; b/ D 0, i.e., .a; b/ defines a K-rational point of C . Moreover, the set of rational points of this form is in bijection with a. Thus since jaj D jRj, and jRj D jKj, it follows that C.K/ has cardinality jKj; in particular C.K/ is in infinite, and K is large. This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Note that in the first part of the argument above we did not use the fact that R is Henselian with respect to a, and the above argument can be generalized to arbitrary dimensions: PROPOSITION 2.1. Let K D Quot.R/ be the quotient field of some infinite domain, and X ! K be an integral d -dimensional K-variety with a smooth K-rational point x 2 X.K/. Then X is birationally equivalent to a K-hypersurface H ‫ށ‬ d C1 K which contains the origin, and such that H is defined over R. The projection on the first d -coordinates H ! ‫ށ‬ d R is smooth in a Zariski neighborhood of the origin viewed as an R-rational point of H .
Moreover, if R is Henselian with respect to an ideal a ¤ .0/, then the image of the canonical projection
Two basic facts
A) Totally split primes/valuations. Notation 3.1. Let R be a domain, K WD Quot.R/, and LjK be a finite Galois extension. Let S L be a finite Gal.LjK/-invariant R-subalgebra having quotient field Quot.S/ D L and satisfying S \ K D R. 1) We denote by Â 2 S a generator of LjK having its minimal polynomial p Â .X / D X n C a n 1 X n 1 C C a 0 2 ROEX , and discriminant ı Â 2 R.
2) By general Hilbert decomposition theory, the following are equivalent: a) p 2 Spec.R/ is totally split in S jR.
b) There exists Â as above such that ı Â 6 2 p and p Â .X / has a root in R p .
c) There exists Â as above and˛1; : : : ;˛n 2 R p with˛i 6 Á˛j .mod p p / such that
3) A way to generate the above context is as follows: Let Â 2 S and p Â 2 ROEX be as at point 1) above. Set h.T; U / D T n Ca n 1 T n 1 U C Ca 1 T U n 1 Ca 0 U n . Then for every r; s 2 R, s ¤ 0, one has s n p Â .r=s/ D h.r; s/. And if p 2 Spec.R/ satisfies: s; ı Â 6 2 p and h.r; s/ 2 p, then p is totally split in LjK.
We will apply the remarks above to get a lower bound for the cardinality of the set of totally split prime ideals in LjK as follows: 4) Let m 2 Spec R, Ä R be a system of representatives for R=m, and denote Ä WD Änm. For a fixed nonzero x 2 m, we say that a formal series of the form E.X / WD P n " n X n with " n 2 Ä is x-adically convergent in R if and only if there exists r E.X / 2 R such that for all n > 0 one has: r E.X / P <n " x 2 x n R; and if so, we say that r E.X / is an x-adic limit of E.X /. Note that if P n " n X n and P n Á n X n are x-adically convergent series, as above, having a common limit r 2 R, then " n D Á n for all n (proof by induction on n). In particular, if Ᏹ Ä .X / is the set of all the x-adically convergent series E.X / in R, and Ᏹ Ä .x/ Â R contains exactly one x-adic limit r E.X / for each E.X / 2 Ᏹ Ä .X /, then Ᏹ Ä .X / ! Ᏹ Ä .x/, E.X / 7 ! r E.X / , is one-to-one. Therefore we have jᏱ Ä .X /j Ä jRj.
5) Let ᏼ be a set of prime ideals p m, p ¤ m, of R such that the subset ᏼ.x/ WD f p 2 ᏼ j x 2 p g is nonempty for every x 2 m. Finally, for the finite Galois extension LjK denote ᏼ LjK WD f p 2 ᏼ j p is totally split in LjK g. LEMMA 3.2. In the above Notation 3.1, let r; x 2 m satisfy ᏼ.r/ \ ᏼ.ax/ D ∅, where a WD a 0 ı Â . Let † D † m a;r;x R be an infinite subset satisfying the following conditions:
Then ᏼ LjK has cardinality jᏼ LjK j j †j.
Proof. Since h.T; U / D T n C a n 1 T n 1 U C C a 0 U n 2 ROET; U , we have h.ru; ax/ 2 m for u 2 †, because r; x 2 m. Hence by the hypotheses on ᏼ, there exists p u 2 ᏼ such that h.ru; ax/ 2 p u . We first claim that r; u; a; x 6 2 p u . Indeed, since h.T; U / 2 ROET; U , and h.ru; ax/ 2 p u , we have: If ax 2 p u , then .ru/ n 2 p u ; hence ru 2 p u ; and if ru 2 p u , then a 0 .ax/ n 2 p u ; hence ax 2 p u , because a 0 ja in R. Thus, finally ru 2 p u if and only if ax 2 p u . Since ᏼ.r/ \ ᏼ.ax/ D ∅ and ᏼ.u/ \ ᏼ.arx/ D ∅ by hypothesis, we finally must have ru; ax 6 2 p u .
We conclude that h.ru; ax/ 2 p u implies r; u; a; x 6 2 p u , and in particular, ı Â 6 2 p u . Therefore, by point 3) above we get: If h.ru; ax/ 2 p u , then p u is totally split in LjK.
Claim. Let I † be a finite set of cardinality jI j > n. Then
By contradiction, let p 2 ᏼ h.ru; ax/ for all u 2 I . By Notation 3.1, 2) and 3), applied to p, there exist˛1; : : : ;˛n 2 R p such that
Since h.ru; ax/ 2 p for all u 2 I , it follows that Q h.ru; ax/ 2 p p for all u 2 I . On the other hand, Q h.ru; ax/ D Q .ru ax˛ /, hence for every u 2 I there exists u such that ru ax˛ u 2 p p . Since jI j > n, there exists u ¤ v in I such that u D v , and ru ax˛ u ; rv ax˛ v 2 p p . Hence ru rv D r.u v/ 2 p p , i.e., r.u v/ 2 p. Since r; u; a; x 6 2 p by the discussion above, we get u v 2 p. But ᏼ.u v/ Â ᏼ.x/ by hypothesis, hence x 2 p, contradiction! The claim is proved.
To conclude, let ᏼ † WD [ u2 † ᏼ h.ru; ax/ , and
and j † p j Ä n for all p 2 ᏼ † . By cardinal arithmetic, and taking into account that † is infinite, we see that the set f † p j p 2 ᏼ † g has cardinality j †j, thus concluding the proof.
LEMMA 3.3. In the above Notation 3.1, suppose that for every nonzero r 0 2 m, there exists r 1 2 m such that ᏼ.r 0 / \ ᏼ.r 1 / D ∅. Then for every nonzero x 2 m, the following holds: jᏼ LjK j jᏱ Ä .X /j @ 0 jR=mj.
Proof. For LjK and the corresponding a WD a 0 ı Â as in Lemma 3.2, choose r 2 m such that ᏼ.r/ \ ᏼ.ax/ D ∅. We claim that the set † WD Ä C xᏱ Ä .x/ satisfies the conditions i), ii), from loc. cit.: First, if u WD " 0 C xE.x/ 2 † with " 0 6 2 m, xE.x/ 2 m, then u 6 2 m. Thus ᏼ.u/ D ∅, and † satisfies i). Second, for u ¤ v in †, one has u v D˙x OE." Á / C xr for some 0 with " ¤ Á in Ä, and r 2 R. Since " ¤ Á , we get " ¤ Á in R=m; hence " Á ¤ 0 in R=m. But then " Á 6 2 m, and therefore, ." Á / C xr 6 2 m. Therefore, ᏼ.u v/ D ᏼ.x / Â ᏼ.x/; hence † satisfies condition ii). Conclude by taking into account that j †j jxᏱ Ä .x/j D jᏱ Ä .X /j, and by applying Lemma 3.2.
THEOREM 3.4. Let R be a domain whose interal closure z R in K WD Quot.R/ is a Krull domain, e.g. R is Noetherian, or itself a Krull domain. Let ᐂ be the set of valuations v on K defined by the localizations of z R at its minimal nonzero prime ideals. Then K endowed with ᐂ is a Krull field, provided there exists a prime ideal m R of height > 1, a set of representatives Ä R for R=m, and a nonzero x 2 m, such that jᏱ Ä .x/j D jRj. This holds, if one of the following is true:
ii) m is countably generated and \ n m n D .0/, and all P n " n X n , " n 2 Ä, belong to Ᏹ Ä .X/.
The hypothesis ii) is satisfied if R is complete with respect to a finitely generated nonzero ideal a Â m, and R=a is either Noetherian or a Krull domain; for example, R D R 0 OEOEX 1 ; : : : ; X n , where R 0 is a Noetherian or a Krull domain such that n C Krull:dim.R 0 / > 1.
Proof. First we prove that either of the conditions i), ii), implies jᏱ Ä .x/j D jRj: Let Ä R be a system of representatives for R=m, which in case ii) equals the given one, respectively such that 0; 1 2 Ä in case i). Then in the case i), it follows directly from the hypothesis and (elementary) cardinal arithmetic that jᏱ Ä .x/j D jRj. In case ii), let .x i / i 2I be a system of generators of m with jI j Ä @ 0 , and let M be the set of all the (formal) monomials in the x i 's. Then jM j D @ 0 . Further, the m-adic completion morphism R ! y R is injective, because \ n m n D .0/. Since every y 2 y R is represented by a series of the form P u a u u with u 2 M and a u 2 Ä, we get:
Next we prove that K endowed with ᐂ is a Krull field. By hypothesis we have: Every v 2 ᐂ is a discrete valuation with valuation ring of the form ᏻ v WD z R q with q z R a minimal nonzero prime ideal; and every nonzero r 2 z R is contained in only finitely many q as above. In particular, since z R is infinite, jᐂj Ä j z Rj. Let n z R be a prime ideal above m having height > 1. Since R=m Â z R=n canonically, we can choose a set of representatives ! z R for z R=n containing the above set of representatives Ä for R=m. Let ᏼ be the set of all the minimal nonzero prime ideals q n of z R, and ᐃ Â ᐂ be the set of all the valuations in ᐂ defined by the q 2 ᏼ. Since z R is a Krull domain, the hypothesis of Lemma 3.3 is satisfied for n and ᏼ. Hence by loc. cit. we have: If LjK is a finite Galois extension, then jᏼ LjK j jᏱ ! .x/j, or equivalently, jᐃ LjK j jᏱ ! .x/j. On the other hand, since Ä Â !, one obviously has jᏱ ! .x/j jᏱ Ä .x/j. Further, since ᐃ Â ᐂ, one has ᐃ LjK Â ᐂ LjK . Thus taking into account all the above (in)equalities we finally get j z Rj jᐂj jᐂ LjK j jᐃ LjK j jᏱ ! .x/j jᏱ Ä .x/j D jRj. Since jRj D j z Rj D jKj, we conclude that jᐂ LjK j D jKj, as claimed.
B) Specializations of Galois covers.
Notation 3.5. Let K be a base field, and B a finite group. Let ' W X ! ‫ސ‬ a) The A-cover ‫ސ‬
Hence, first, the inertia groups of ' are contained in C, and second, they generate C.
2) Let X ram X be the ramification locus of ', and X s X ram be the fiber of ' at s 2 S ; let e s WD jI x j > 1 be the order of the inertia group I x at x 7 ! s.
From now on suppose that K is Hilbertian and Ä.x/jK is separable for all x 2 X ram .
3) Let K ' jK be a minimal Galois extension such that X ram X.K ' /. For s 2 S , consider the set ᐂ s of all the valuations v of K which are totally split in the field extension K ' jK and have vK ¤` vK for all prime numbers`je s . 4) Let H ' K be a Hilbertian set such that for all b 2 H ' , the fiber of ' at t D b is irreducible, and the resulting Galois extension K b jK is linearly disjoint from K ' over K A . Hence Gal.K b jK/ D B D Gal Ä.X /jK.t / in a canonical way. 5) Finally, for b 2 H ' , and v 2 ᐂ s , let ᐂ v WD fw j w prolongs v to K b g, and for every w 2 ᐂ v , let I w be the inertia group at wjv. THEOREM 3.6. There exists a finite subset † ' K such that for every system of independent rank-one valuations .v s / s2S with v s 2 ᐂ s and v s . † ' / D 0, there exists b 2 H ' satisfying: 1) For every s 2 S, one has fI w j w 2 ᐂ v s g D fI x j x 2 X s g canonically inside C .
2) In particular, Gal.K b jK A / is generated by the I w with w 2 ᐂ v s and s 2 S . Proof. We begin by a preparation along the following three main steps:
Step 1. Let A 0 WDGal.K ' jK/, and B 0 WDB A A 0 . Then when X 0 WD X K A K ' , the resulting ' 0 W X 0 ! ‫ސ‬ 1 K is a ramified B 0 -cover dominating both theétale A 0 -cover
, and the ramified B-cover ' W X ! ‫ސ‬ 1 K . The geometric part of ' 0 is C 0 D C A f1g D C , and under this identification, the inertia groups of ' 0 are identified with those of '; precisely, if X 0 3 x 0 7 ! x 2 X are above s 2 S , then
In the same way, on the valuation theoretical side, K Therefore, mutatis mutandis, we can and will suppose that K ' D K A ; i.e., all ramified points of X ! ‫ސ‬
Step 2. Let R be the integral closure of K A OEt in Ä.X /. For s 0 2 S 0 above s 2 S , let x 2 X s be a fixed point above s 0 . Since R is a Dedekind ring, we can choose u 2 R satisfying:
Hence for s 2 S, s 0 2 S 0 and x 2 X s as above, one has: v p x . u/ D 1 for all 2 I x , and v p x .u 1/ D 1 for 2 C nI x . Let f .U; t / 2 K A .t /OEU be the minimal polynomial of u over K A .t/. One has f .U; t / WD U d C a d 1 .t /U d 1 C C a 0 .t / 2 K A OEU; t by that fact that u 2 R, and recalling that e s D jI x j, the following hold: 
In particular, setting R s 0 WD ROE1=b s 0 .t /, we have: x is the only zero of u in SpecR s 0 , and u is a uniformizing parameter at x in R s 0 . Therefore, u is a prime element of R s 0 , and a uniformizing parameter at x 2 SpecR s 0 . Hence there exist integers ; 0, and u s 0 2 R for 2 C , such that the following hold:
And since u s 0; Q u s 0 2 R, their minimal polynomialsf s 0.U; t /; Q f s 0.U; t / actually belong to K A OEU; t.
Let o D ‫ޚ‬OE˛1; : : : ;˛r K with˛i ¤ 0 be a ‫-ޚ‬algebra of finite type such that denoting by o K A its integral closure in K A , the following hold: First, the ramified B-cover ' W X ‫ސ!‬ 1 K is defined over o. Second, f .U; t /; p s 0 .t /; f s 0.U; t /; Q f s 0.U; t / belong to o K A OEU; t for all s 0 2 S 0 and 2 C . Third,
Definition of the set † ' . We define † ' K to be the set of generators † ' WD f˛1; : : : ;˛r g.
Step 3. Recall that for v 2 ᐂ s , one has by definition: First, vK ¤` vK for je s ; hence there exists s 2 K such that v. s / > 0 and v. s / has order e s in vK=.e s vK/. Second, v is totally split in K A jK; hence since v has rank one, K is dense in K A endowed with v a . By Geyer [Gey78] , we have: Since .v s / s2S are independent by hypothesis, there exists 
And for 2 I x , we have . To 1): Recall that by Hilbert decomposition theory, one has ᐂ v s Š B=D w , and X s Š B=D x as B-sets. Since D w D I w D I x , we see that ᐂ v s projects B-equivariantly onto X s , the fibers being isomorphic to D x =I x . This concludes the proof of assertion 1).
To 2): Since I x with x 2 X s , s 2 S , generate C , the same is true for I w with w 2 ᐂ v s and s 2 S , by assertion 1). Hence by Hilbert decomposition theory, K b jK A has no nontrivial subextension in which all the v s , s 2 S , are unramified.
A generalization of Theorem 1.2
Definition/Remarks 4.1. Let @ be an infinite cardinal. 1) A field K endowed with a set of nonequivalent valuations ᐂ shall be called a generalized @ Krull field, respectively a generalized Krull field provided @ D jKj, if the following hold:
ii) For every finite Galois extension LjK, and every integer n > 1, the set ᐂ LjK;n WD fv 2 ᐂ j v totally split in LjK, vK ¤` vK for`jn;`>1g has jᐂ LjK;n j @. Note that in particular, the Krull fields are exactly the generalized @ 0 Krull fields with respect to sets ᐂ of discrete valuations.
2) Prominent examples of Krull fields are the following:
a) The global fields (by the Chebotarev Density Theorem).
b) The function fields Kjk with tr:deg.Kjk/ > 0. (Indeed, by point 3 below, it is sufficient to consider the case K D k.t 1 ; : : : ; t d / is a rational function field, etc.)
c) The quotient fields of domains R as in Theorem 3.4.
3) The class of generalized @ Krull fields is closed under finite field extensions.
Definitions/Notation 4.2. For an embedding problem 2) If K endowed with ᐂ is a generalized @ Krull field, a proper solutionˇof EP is called totally ramified, if KˇjK A has no proper subextension in which all the v 2 ᐂ are unramified. THEOREM 4.3. Let K endowed with a set of rank-one valuations ᐂ be a generalized @ Krull field. Suppose that K is large and Hilbertian. Then every nontrivial finite split embedding problem for G K has at least @ independent and totally ramified proper solutions.
Proof. Let EP D . W G K ! A;˛W B ! A/ be a nontrivial finite split embedding problem over K, and EP t D . ı pr t W G K.t / ! A;˛W B ! A/ be the nontrivial finite split embedding problem for G K.t / . By Theorem A of Pop [Pop96] , EP t has proper regular solutionsˇt , which means that if K A Â K.t /ˇt are the fixed fields of ker. / in K s , respectively of ker.ˇt
K is the B-ramified cover definingˇt W G K.t / ! B, then sorting through the proof of loc. cit., one can see that the ramification points of ' are actually K ' -rational, where K ' jK A is some cyclotomic extension. Hence Theorem 3.6 is applicable here. Using Zorn's Lemma, let fˇj g j 2J be a maximal set of independent proper solutions of EP, given by specializing ' as in Theorem 3.6. Note that these solutions are totally ramified by assertion 2) of loc. cit. We claim that jJ j @. Indeed, by contradiction, suppose that jJ j < @. For everyˇj , set Kˇj D KOE j , and let p j .T / D T n C a j;n 1 T n 1 C C a j;0 2 KOEt be the minimal polynomial of j , and ı j 2 K its discriminant. If v 2 ᐂ satisfies: p j .T / 2 ᏻ v OET and v.ı j / D 0, then v is unramified in KˇjK. Hence denoting † j WD fı j ; a j;0 ; : : : ; a j;n 1 g \ K , the following hold: If v is ramified in Kˇj jK, then v. † j / ¤ 0; or equivalently one has ᐂ j WD fv 2 ᐂ j v is ramified in Kˇj jKg Â fv j v.
Since each † j is finite, and we supposed that jJ j < @, it follows that † J D [ j 2J † j has cardinality j † J j < @. But then by condition i) in the definition of ᐂ, we have jᐂ † J j < @; hence jᐂ J j < @ because ᐂ J Â ᐂ † J . Hence by condition ii) in the definition of ᐂ, and with K ' and e s as in Notation 3.5, one has: jᐂ K ' jK;e s nᐂ J j @ for each s 2 S. Since S is finite, we can choose a system of independent valuations .v s / s2S with v s 2 ᐂ K ' jK;e s nᐂ J . For this system .v s / s2S , consider a solutionˇof EP as given by Theorem 3.6. Let L J jK be the compositum of all the Kˇj , j 2 J . We claim that L J \ KˇD K A . Indeed, since v s 6 2 ᐂ J , the v s , s 2 S, are unramified in Kˇj jK, for all j 2 J ; hence in L J jK. Thus, the v s are unramified in L J \ Kˇtoo. But then by assertion 2) of Theorem 3.6, we get L J \KˇD K A . Now, the family of distinct totally ramified solutions fˇg[fˇj g j 2J is independent and contradicts the maximality of fˇj g j 2J .
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